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Abstract
This article addresses the problem of global norm diffusion in international relations with particular 
reference to the implementation of ‘the responsibility to protect’ (R2P) in East Asia. Exposing the 
limits of previous work on norm localization, we develop the framework of the norm diffusion 
loop. Rather than understanding norm diffusion as a linear top-down process, we demonstrate 
that the reception of R2P has evolved in a far more dynamic way that can best be described as a 
feedback loop. We first look into the processes and causal mechanisms that helped to construct 
R2P as an emerging transnational soft norm; then we analyse the challenges of diffusing R2P from 
the global to the regional and domestic levels; and, finally, we examine the variation of norm effects 
within the same region across states, investigating in particular how R2P has shaped Chinese and 
Japanese policy responses respectively.
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[Non-intervention] C’est un mot métaphysique, et politique, qui signifie a peu près la même 
chose qu’intervention (Talleyrand)

This article addresses the problem of global norm diffusion in international relations 
with particular reference to the implementation of ‘the responsibility to protect’ (R2P) in 
two key East Asian countries, China and Japan. Adopted at the 2005 World Summit by 
the UN General Assembly without a vote, R2P provides a global framework that speci-
fies both the responsibility of individual states towards their populations and the respon-
sibility of international society to address genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and 
crimes against humanity when states manifestly fail to do so within their own borders.1 
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Yet the extent to which this new global norm actually matters at the regional, sub-regional 
and domestic levels, and how it is implemented and applied across those levels, has 
remained obscure. As the UN Secretary-General’s January 2009 Report on ‘Implementing 
the Responsibility to Protect’ has stressed, R2P ‘must be integrated into each culture and 
society without hesitation or condition, as a reflection of not only global but also local 
values and standards’.2 Generating ‘genuinely universal consensus’ ultimately depends, 
therefore, on a better understanding of the broader regional and national contextual 
settings within which R2P must be implemented.3

In the following, we offer a dynamic explanation of norm diffusion that identifies how 
regional actors deconstruct and reconstruct global norms in order to make them fit 
domestic beliefs and identities. We argue that global norms do indeed have a strong 
regional and local dimension. It is here where the competing demands of intervention 
and sovereignty as well as responsibility and power need to be reconciled. In order to 
illustrate our argument, we address three sets of questions:

1. What are the driving forces that contributed to the emergence of R2P? What are 
R2P’s essential features?

2. What are the conceptual challenges in examining R2P implementation at the 
regional and domestic levels? How can we account for changing foreign policy 
practices or changes in the foreign policy discourse in response to R2P?

3. Can we observe variations in the impact of R2P at the regional and domestic 
levels? And if so, what are the implications for R2P as a global norm?

In doing so, our main contribution to the field is threefold: first, we contribute to the lit-
erature on international norms by contextualizing and conceptualizing R2P as an emerg-
ing transnational soft norm; second, we trace the dynamics of norm diffusion in East Asia 
with particular reference to China and Japan; and, third, we demonstrate that global norm 
diffusion is not a top-down linear process that trickles down from global to regional and 
then to national levels.4 We argue that the diffusion of R2P since 2005 can best be 
explained through the framework of the feedback loop, as we will further elaborate in the 
conceptual section: the norm has been reconstructed and deconstructed at the regional 
and national levels and fed back into the global discourse, as epitomized in the July 2009 
General Assembly Informal Debate and the subsequent September 2009 consensus reso-
lution on the implementation of R2P.5 The norm diffusion loop helps to explain why Asia 
and the Pacific have seen ‘the greatest positive shift in favour of R2P from 2005’.6

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the first part, we situate R2P 
as part of both the widening and deepening normative ambition of international society, 
which is, however, constrained by powerful pluralist pull factors such as non-intervention 
and sovereignty. We then develop an analytical framework which helps the processes 
of global norm diffusion to be grasped. In the third part, we apply our framework by 
analysing the implementation of R2P with specific reference to Japan and China. Both 
countries are textbook examples illustrating the regional dimension of international 
norms as well as intra-regional variances in their perception and application. The article 
concludes by highlighting fundamental problems related to global norm diffusion in the 
conduct of international security relations.
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Contextualizing R2P as a contested norm of 
international society

This section places R2P into the wider context of the solidarist-pluralist discourse in 
English School theory, which helps the contested nature of the new global norm to be 
grasped.7 We argue that, on the one hand, we can observe a push towards solidarism, 
which is epitomized in both the widening and deepening normative scope of interna-
tional society. On the other hand, the pull of pluralism is powerful and persisting. The 
asymmetries of power between the units of the international system are considerable, and 
the effects of the solidarist push on states and institutions are uneven and not equally 
distributed on a global scale. While this kind of pluralist-solidarist discourse is hardly 
new, and can be traced back to legal scholars such as Hugo Grotius (1583–1645), who 
exposed the potential of international society, and Emmerich de Vattel (1714–67), who 
rather pointed to its limits, the quality and quantity of transnational relations (displaying 
at the economic, political, technological and cultural/societal levels) have grown signifi-
cantly only in the twentieth century.8

Interdependence has increased demands for the provision of global public goods. The 
global public goods discourse has revealed the growing pressure on governments to 
develop more sophisticated approaches in public policymaking to meet old and new 
challenges, such as achieving international financial stability, communicable disease 
control (e.g. over HIV/AIDS) and climate stability, as well as peace and security.9 
Sovereignty as the bedrock principle of international relations has become increasingly 
contested and no longer constitutes a protective wall against foreign interference, with 
governments being held accountable (to both domestic and foreign constituencies) over 
the extent to which they fulfil their commitments towards their citizens’ welfare.10 The 
static concepts of sovereignty and non-intervention, as embodied in Articles 2.1 and 2.7 
of the UN Charter, have been challenged with the end of the Cold War and the dissolution 
of the Soviet empire.11 The adoption of wide-ranging transnational rules and institutions 
not only increases the sensitivity and vulnerability of states towards external changes, 
but also deeply penetrates the domestic spheres and related debates about how national 
societies should be organized. States, societies and their institutions are entering into a 
contest about what rules to make or whose rules to take. Institutions provide platforms 
for intensive debate about the content, justification and implementation of norms, acting 
as agents for norm diffusion and socialization.12

The emerging international debate over the right or responsibility to enforce humani-
tarian objectives by using coercive means has amply illustrated both the widening and 
deepening normative scope of international society.13 ‘Widening’ refers in this context to 
the enlargement of the circle of participants subscribing to the same set of core norms 
and principles; ‘deepening’ essentially connotes the consolidation of a pre-existing nor-
mative order. While we would arguably expect that deepening emerged primarily from 
the core of international society, R2P followed different dynamics. In essence, the R2P 
discourse was shaped by developments in a region which is usually considered periph-
ery: that is, Africa. As Edward Luck, the Special Advisor to the UN Secretary-General 
with a focus on R2P, has emphasized, ‘The shift from the Organization of African Unity’s 
philosophy of non-intervention to the African Union’s emphasis on non-indifference set 
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an example for the rest of the world to follow.’14 In a nutshell, the deepening of interna-
tional society originated to a great extent from the periphery rather than the core.

Despite the widening and deepening of international society, there has been a persis-
tent and powerful pull of pluralism that contains and constrains such processes. The R2P 
discourse has revealed underlying tensions between concepts of conflict prevention, 
state intervention and state sovereignty. While those trends may suggest a weakening of 
the principle of non-interference in internal state affairs, the norm of non-intervention 
has remained remarkably intact. The UN Security Council as the institution with the 
primary responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security may be 
seen as a microcosm for studying the tension between the solidarist and pluralist forces 
that define the space of international society. The change in Council practice in the 1990s 
in addressing more and more complex conflicts than ever before in the history of the 
United Nations increased the demand for more consistent rules and principles of inter-
vention. The process started perhaps with the adoption of Resolution 688 on northern 
Iraq in 1991, which addressed the security concerns of displaced Kurdish people within 
Iraqi territory who were at risk from the potential use of Iraqi air power. It further evolved 
in response to the breakdown of law and order and the subsequent humanitarian crisis in 
Somalia, which the Council considered a possible threat to regional security. The disso-
lution of Yugoslavia led to a further evolution of Security Council practice, addressing 
the humanitarian crisis in Bosnia and Herzegovina, which was considered a threat to 
international peace and security. All these cases suggested that the Security Council 
expanded the scope of Article 39 of the UN Charter by extending military functions to 
the protection of civilians from large-scale violence. However, as MacFarlane and Khong 
have rightly observed, ‘in all three cases … the unique and nonprecedentiary nature of 
the crisis in question was highlighted in relevant council documents’.15 In particular 
the reluctance of permanent members such as Russia and China to move towards new 
norms of ‘humanitarian intervention’,16 stretching the boundaries of sovereignty and 
non-intervention, has illustrated the limits of an emerging solidarist norm of intervention 
to protect civilians from gross violations of human rights.

Yet, since R2P has seen the light with the publication of the 2001 report of the 
International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS), the concept 
has evolved to a remarkable extent. While the ICISS report sparked much controversy 
and highlighted the hostility towards the idea of ‘humanitarian intervention’, including 
specific criteria of when to intervene militarily, the principle adopted by the 2005 World 
Summit neither included any reference to nor a call for a further debate of criteria for 
intervention. In addition, the outcome document underlined the primary responsibility of 
the UN Security Council to authorize intervention and the primary role of the state to 
protect its population. The 2009 report on the implementation of R2P continued to de-
emphasize the interventionist features of the original concept by developing a three- 
pillar framework that essentially unpacked and substantiated the commitments of paragraphs 
138 and 139 of the outcome document. Pillar 1 specifies the commitment of sovereignty 
as a responsibility, essentially re-confirming rather than weakening Articles 2.1 and 2.7 of 
the UN Charter. Pillar 2 focuses on the international commitment to provide assistance 
to states in building capacity to meet their obligations. Pillar 3 details the commitment 
to timely and decisive response when a state manifestly fails to protect its citizens, 
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consistent with the principles of the UN Charter. While R2P is understood as an edifice 
that rests on three pillars of equal strength, there is now a certain propensity to emphasize 
the less controversial commitments of the first two pillars, as epitomized in the UN 
Secretary-General’s July 2010 report on ‘Early Warning, Assessment and the Responsibility 
to Protect’.17

This section leaves us with a puzzle. Given the initial degree of contestation, why is 
there now broad support for the R2P concept? Developments in Asia and the Pacific are 
of particular importance, as since 2005 this region has seen the greatest shift in favour of 
R2P. Addressing this puzzle in the following two sections, we first introduce a frame-
work that seeks to explain the dynamic nature of global norm diffusion, which will then 
be illustrated with particular reference to China and Japan.

Conceptualizing R2P: normatization, socialization and 
localization

We begin by looking into the genesis of the norm. While the previous section has 
addressed the question of why R2P has emerged, we now turn to the question of how this 
process developed. The importance of international institutions such as the United 
Nations in regulating and transforming the policies of members of international society 
has been particularly emphasized by constructivists; yet, it is less clear how norms are 
actually constructed. Rather than arguing in the constructivist vein by highlighting the 
importance of multilateral institutions in the construction of global norms, we contend 
that, in the case of R2P, this process was in fact decoupled, as most of the substantive 
discussions took place outside the framework of formal international organizations 
through an ad hoc expert network driven by an interested state – Canada – and a group 
of like-minded supporters, including members of the epistemic community.18

There is an interesting pattern here. Although the changing character of the post-Cold 
War international system, together with the widely observed push of solidarism, placed 
an onus on the United Nations to address the question of civilian protection from mass 
violations of human rights, R2P in fact re-entered the UN system only after its actual 
construction ‘in the quest for universal propagation and legitimation’.19 As MacFarlane 
and Khong have observed:

the statist nature of the organization and the jealousy with which many states within it guarded 
what they perceived to be their sovereign prerogatives precluded agreement on concrete 
conditions under which sovereignty could be derogated for reasons of human protection … 
Subsequent to its completion, the report was taken back to the UN, forming the basis of … 
discussion both in the Security Council and in the General Assembly.20

Now that we have shed light on the construction of R2P, how can we conceptualize 
the norm? In addressing this question, we introduce the concept of the normatization 
continuum, which seeks to explain variations in the application and effects of norms in 
international relations.21 The original purpose of R2P was to provide a code of conduct 
in case of genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, when 
states manifestly failed to protect their own citizens. Developing the normatization 
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concept, we understand norms as some form of institution with three key properties, that 
is, obligation, precision and delegation: (1) obligation refers to an ideal-type situation 
where all actors are legally bound by a set of rules; (2) precision connotes the existence 
of an unambiguous code of conduct that guides and restrains activities; and (3) delega-
tion refers to a situation where third parties have received authorization to implement, 
interpret and apply the rules.22 In practice, we do not see those clear delineations, but we 
can rather observe a normatization continuum, ranging from the ideal-type situation of 
hard normatization, where all three properties are maximized, to soft normatization.

Since the publication of the ICISS report in 2001, the R2P norm has travelled a long 
way from the harder to the softer end of the normatization continuum, culminating in the 
removal of any binding and precise criteria for humanitarian/military intervention, while 
emphasizing the normative commitment towards prevention. Although UN member 
states recognized at the 2005 World Summit that ‘each individual state has the responsi-
bility to protect its populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes 
against humanity’,23 R2P does not entail any legally binding elements, nor does it pro-
vide an unambiguous or precise code of conduct. Yet the 2005 World Summit and the 
2009 General Assembly Debate nevertheless committed itself to R2P and authorized 
the implementation and application of this new, though decidedly soft, norm.24 Although 
the 2009 report on the implementation of R2P introduced a three-pillar framework that 
essentially added precision to the commitments of paragraphs 138 and 139 of the out-
come document, it did not entail any obligation or unambiguous code of conduct for UN 
member states to act upon those commitments.

This observation brings us to the next puzzle that needs to be addressed: how can we 
explain the shift of R2P towards the softer end of the normatization continuum? We start 
addressing this question by looking into concepts that seek to explain norm diffusion. 
The socialization and localization literature provides essential insights since it generates 
explanatory leverage to uncover the relationship between global normative frameworks 
and cooperative patterns at the regional level, including the potential socializing effects 
on state behaviour.25 Johnston distinguishes between three socializing effects of interna-
tional institutions: that is, mimicking, social influence and persuasion.26 Mimicking, in 
essence, connotes a pattern where states copy the behavioural norms of a social group in 
order to navigate through an uncertain environment ‘prior to any detailed ends–means 
calculation of the benefits of doing so’.27 Social influence connotes the evaluation of 
state behaviour by co-members of a social group, which may range from status apprecia-
tion through the public expression of support to status devaluation through naming and 
shaming. Persuasion reflects a pattern in which states ‘are convinced through a process 
of cognition that particular norms, values, and causal understandings are correct and 
ought to be operative in their own behavior’.28

How can we pinpoint the effects on states’ behavioural and discourse patterns? For 
this purpose, we have recourse to recent work on norm localization. Localization is 
defined here ‘as the active construction (through discourse, framing, grafting, and cul-
tural selection) of foreign ideas by local actors, which results in the former developing 
significant congruence with local beliefs and practices’.29 According to Acharya, there 
are in particular four factors that promote the localization of foreign norms: first, if the 
norm-takers consider the new rule to be an instrument to strengthen their legitimacy and 
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authority in foreign affairs; second, if there are very strong existing local norms, derived 
from deep-seated cultural beliefs or behavioural patterns, which decrease the probability 
of wholesale norm acceptance; third, if there exist powerful local players that may domi-
nate the discourse and take on the role of guardians of local norms; and, finally, if there 
is a strong sense of identity and the self-perception of being unique and exceptional that 
are conducive to norm localization.30 Yet the success or failure of localization processes 
depends in particular on the compatibility with pre-existing normative frameworks and 
the availability of (institutional) mechanisms to steer the process of localization in order 
to achieve normative compatibility.

Advocacy networks are of particular importance here. The depth of norm diffusion is 
largely dependent on the existence and interlinkage of those networks, acting as trans-
mission belts between the global, regional and domestic levels.31 Advocacy networks 
hold governments accountable and help by naming and shaming norm violators. 
However, those networks are unevenly distributed across states and regions. At the same 
time, the openness of domestic societies obviously varies, including the institutional 
density across regions, impacting on the effectiveness of networks in diffusing norms. 
The consequences are threefold. First, different degrees of norm penetration are likely to 
be the rule rather than the exception. Second, the probability of norm diffusion increases 
with the openness of a domestic society. And, third, in consequence, state strategies and 
interests will significantly differ in implementing a given norm.

Yet the socialization and localization concepts explain norm diffusion primarily as 
a linear top-down process, missing out key parts that are essential for understanding 
the shift of R2P towards the softer end of the normatization continuum. We therefore 
introduce a framework that analyses norm diffusion through the lens of a feedback 
loop. The norm diffusion loop will be understood here as part of the norm implemen-
tation process, providing a mechanism for feedback and self-correction by adjusting 
the properties of a norm according to differences between the actual and the desired 
output. Applied to the specific context of R2P, the diffusion of the new global norm 
from the global to the regional and then to the national level generated a feedback 
loop that eventually altered the properties of the global norm in order to make it 
acceptable to a wider audience. The feedback loop ultimately caused the softening of 
the R2P norm, which in turn triggered the positive outcome of the July 2009 General 
Assembly Debate and the subsequent September 2009 resolution. The ‘discursive 
enmeshment’ of R2P in the ongoing ‘norm talk’ helped to achieve a high degree of 
R2P socialization.32

In conclusion, this section has established the analytical framework through which we 
can understand and explain the challenges of global norm implementation and interpreta-
tion at the regional and state levels. By exploiting synergies between recent work on 
legalization, socialization and localization, we are able to pinpoint R2P as a soft norm on 
the normatization continuum. We are also able to examine the effects of R2P on state 
behaviour, including cross-regional variations as well as intra-regional differences in the 
acceptance or rejection of the norm. The norm diffusion loop helps to explain the shift of 
the global R2P norm from the harder to the softer end of the normatization continuum. 
The next section will apply the framework by looking into the East Asian perspective of 
R2P, with particular reference to China and Japan.
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Implementing R2P in East Asia: China and Japan

Examining the implementation of R2P in East Asia requires an engagement with the 
broader underlying question of the regional and national contextual settings within 
which global norm diffusion takes place. China and Japan are textbook cases in this 
regard, as both countries have key roles to play in the regional economy and in 
regional institution-building such as the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and the 
ASEAN Plus Three process. In fact, implementing R2P in East Asia will depend a 
great deal on the ability of China and Japan to define mutually compatible visions of 
cooperation and shared perceptions of security in order to embed the three pillars of 
the R2P edifice – the protection responsibilities of the state, international assistance 
and capacity-building, and timely and decisive response – into a wider regional coop-
erative security architecture.

Non-interference in the internal affairs of other countries and the strong emphasis 
on state sovereignty constitute the principles of collective action in East Asia. 
Cooperating ‘the ASEAN way’ epitomizes an approach that is less intrusive and less 
interventionist.33 This is not to say that East Asian countries do not respond to 
humanitarian emergencies. On the contrary, there has been growing support for 
peace operations in the region.34 For example, both China and Japan, in tandem with 
ASEAN countries, contributed to the UN missions in East Timor (UN Transitional 
Authority in East Timor, 1999–2002; United Nations Mission of Support in East 
Timor, 2002–5), deploying military and civilian police personnel for security control 
and nation-building.

The tension between the solidarist push that emphasizes the growing prominence of 
the individual or well-being of citizens, as epitomized in the concept of human security, 
and the pluralist pull that emphasizes the role of the sovereign state, is a central compo-
nent of international relations in East Asia, that needs to be reconciled. As Fukushima 
and Tow have inferred:

The idea that sovereign governments have an inherent ‘responsibility to protect’ their 
citizens in ways that conform to norms defined by an ‘international community’ has been 
distinctly alien to many Asian nationalists. They view humanitarian intervention by outside 
powers acting on behalf of that community as nothing less than a direct challenge to their 
own authority to exercise national sovereignty under the pretext of ‘correcting’ perceived 
atrocities and aggression – a subjective and contested notion. The idea that outside forces 
could protect their citizens more effectively through reconstituting national institutions after 
invasion, and then immediately withdraw, seems incredible in the aftermath of the Korean 
and Vietnam wars and, more recently, the US-led coalition of the willing’s ‘nation-building’ 
campaign in Iraq.35

Despite those regional constraints, the July 2009 General Assembly Informal Debate, 
including the subsequent September 2009 consensus resolution, illustrated that the Asia-
Pacific has seen a significant shift in favour of R2P since 2005, which warrants an expla-
nation. By examining state responses to the R2P soft norm in China and Japan, the 
following section illustrates two alternative ways in which the norm was received at the 
country level and then fed back to the global level.
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China and R2P: reconciling state sovereignty with humanitarian 
intervention

Traditionally, Chinese behavioural norms and patterns in foreign policy have been char-
acterized by an extremely rigid understanding of state sovereignty and non-intervention. 
Historical experiences such as the Opium Wars (1839–42 and 1856–60), subsequent 
semi-colonization36 by the great powers (Britain, France, Germany, Russia) and Japan in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as well as the border disputes with Russia and 
India during the Cold War era, made China extremely sensitive to any unwanted involve-
ment by external powers. China’s cautious attitude towards intervention also derives 
from the need of maintaining Chinese territorial integrity, including the integration of 
Tibet, Xingjian and Taiwan, which has been the overarching political objective of 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) since 1949. Although the CCP promoted market-
oriented economic reforms after the beginning of Deng Xiaoping’s 1978 Open Door 
Policy, its ambition to reign over a multiethnic nation-state continues to exist in the 
‘pragmatic nationalism’ of CCP’s leaders.37

State sovereignty and non-intervention constitute therefore a strong normative framework 
that originates in deep-seated local beliefs derived from historical experiences and guarded 
by powerful local players, which made the localization of any foreign interventionist norm 
inevitable. The initial rejection by China of R2P at the ICISS Roundtable Consultation in 
2001 did not therefore come at a great surprise. It also illustrated China’s strong suspicions 
that US hegemonic power could use R2P as a fig leaf to legitimize military intervention in 
non-democratic countries.38 At this stage, Chinese resistance had been reinforced by inci-
dents such as NATO’s 1999 aerial bombing in Kosovo, including the accidental hitting of the 
Chinese Embassy in Belgrade in May 1999. This gave rise to the suspicion that the United 
States had used the Kosovo conflict as an opportunity to threaten ‘rising China’.39

Yet Chinese normative thinking has evolved significantly since the 1990s.40 For 
example, Beijing’s statements in the UN Security Council have illustrated cautious sup-
port for extending military functions to the protection of civilians from large-scale vio-
lence, although it has consistently emphasized the unique and unprecedented nature of 
the conflicts under consideration.41 China’s constructive engagement with sovereignty 
and intervention also became apparent in its counterterrorism strategies in the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization, ASEAN, APEC and the European Union. The growing Chinese 
participation in UN peace operations – with very intrusive mandates – is another point of 
concern. It suggests that Beijing’s rigid understanding of sovereignty has become 
increasingly flexible, especially in those situations where state authority is in dispute or 
a country is confronted by the breakdown of law and order.42 By October 2010, China 
had deployed 2011 troops, military observers and police on the ground in UN operations 
throughout the world, which makes the country the largest contributor to such operations 
among the P-5.43 Overall, China ranks 21st on the list of contributors to UN operations. 
The evolution of normative thinking has not necessarily been a linear process but has 
often progressed in pendulum movements. For example, although the Chinese govern-
ment strongly criticized NATO’s aerial bombing in Kosovo, as mentioned earlier, it 
explicitly supported Security Council Resolutions 1264 and 1272 that authorized inter-
national intervention in East Timor only shortly afterwards.44
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The eventual endorsement of the key properties of R2P – first at the 2005 World 
Summit, and subsequently in Security Council Resolution 1674 (2006) on the protection 
of civilians in armed conflict, as well as in the 2009 General Assembly Informal Debate 
and the subsequent resolution on the implementation of R2P – therefore reflected a sig-
nificant evolution in Chinese normative thinking. In explaining China’s endorsement of 
R2P, two points seem to be in order. First, socialization has softened rigid Chinese under-
standing of state sovereignty and non-intervention. Second, China has pro-actively con-
tained the fallout from the R2P norm by qualifying the key properties of R2P to make it 
compatible with China’s core foreign policy values and beliefs. In doing so, it has 
assumed the role of norm-maker rather than simply being a norm-taker. Let us elaborate 
each point below.

First, the softening of China’s traditional understanding of state sovereignty and non-
intervention is best explained by an ongoing process of social influence that reflects the 
functional and normative demands of Chinese integration into the global economy.45 The 
post-Cold War era has witnessed China’s increasing engagement with multilateral insti-
tutions and negotiation processes in tandem with its expanding economy. The combina-
tion of large foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows and low wages has helped China 
become one of the global centres of manufacturing production. The significant increase 
in international trade, FDI and production, as well as the proliferation of transnational 
production networks, together with the stockpiling of very substantial foreign currency 
reserves, has catapulted China into a position of stakeholder in the global economy.46 
While China’s accession to the WTO in 2001 symbolized its commitment to comply with 
the underlying norms and principles of the Western liberal economic order, the prolifera-
tion of regional bilateral free trade agreements seemed to suggest that such a commit-
ment would not be unqualified. It served as an illustration of the potential and limits of 
enmeshing China within the Western liberal normative framework.

With China’s growing engagement in global economic and security affairs, its gov-
ernment has become far more exposed to the widening and deepening normative scope 
of international society. Although the openness of Chinese society is still relatively low 
and domestic advocacy networks on human rights are largely absent, Chinese think-
tanks and the elite foreign policy community have become increasingly exposed to inter-
national institutions working on human rights protection and non-traditional security 
issues. As Carlson argues:

when China’s leaders did not actively move to oppose this development (for a limited set of 
largely self-interested reasons), they created space for the extension of such norms into the 
Chinese elite foreign policy community via limited discussions of the conditions under which 
intervention was justified.47

This exposure is evident, for example, in the international criticism China faced over the 
lack of action in addressing humanitarian emergencies in Myanmar, Sudan and Zimbabwe. 
Chinese multinational firms are deeply involved in various projects such as land reform 
and resource exploitation in Zimbabwe, the construction of oil and gas pipelines in 
Myanmar, stretching to China’s Yunnan Province, as well as exploration and development 
projects on petroleum resources in Sudan. International advocacy groups such as Human 
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Rights Watch and Amnesty International have criticized China for its policies vis-à-vis the 
Sudanese government, as they seemed to be primarily driven by the maximization of 
China’s economic interests (through arms sales and the exploitation of Sudanese oil 
reserves).48 In response, a senior Chinese official, Zhai Jun, publicly suggested in April 
2007 that the Sudanese government should accept a UN peacekeeping force. In February 
2008, Premier Wen Jiabao argued that China was the first nation outside Africa to provide 
troops to the hybrid African Union–United Nations Assistance Mission in Darfur 
(UNAMID) and the major provider of development aid to the region.49 These remarks sug-
gest that Beijing felt compelled to respond to the naming and shaming of norm violation by 
showing that it is not blind to acts of human rights atrocities. China in fact actively engaged 
in the process of shaping international consensus on the cases that should be dealt with 
under the R2P principle. In sum, R2P endorsement has been the result of a sustained pro-
cess of social influence that has exposed Chinese foreign policy to public peer review by 
the co-members of international society. At the same time, this exposure has allowed China 
to gain status by presenting itself as a responsible great power contributing to the protection 
of human rights and the maintenance of international peace and security.

We turn now to the second factor that facilitated Chinese R2P endorsement: that is, 
the containment of R2P. After the release of the ICISS report in 2001, China pursued a 
pro-active strategy of norm containment and has since been engaged in deconstructing 
R2P to make it compatible with the normative core of its foreign policy. It has strongly 
(and repeatedly) advocated a strict interpretation of R2P, which should not go beyond the 
2005 agreement that states have the primary responsibility to protect their civilians from 
genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity.50 Security Council 
Resolution 1674 was adopted only after accommodating Chinese requests that the reso-
lution should reflect the language of the 2005 outcome document.51 Any further norma-
tive commitment to R2P would need discussion within the framework of the General 
Assembly rather than the Security Council.52 By doing this, China would avoid any 
embarrassment if it were to use its veto in the Security Council, and would avert interna-
tional exposure by blocking unwanted Security Council action over R2P. China has also 
emphasized that any intervention in order to protect populations in a humanitarian emer-
gency will always be subject to approval by the Security Council and the consent of the 
host country concerned. Beijing is therefore in a position to block any action as a matter 
of last resort, as recently demonstrated when it cast its veto in the cases of Myanmar 
(2007) and Zimbabwe (2008).53

In conclusion, while the socialization and localization literature explains changes in 
cooperative patterns at the national and regional levels in response to emerging global 
normative frameworks, it leaves essential dynamics between the national, regional and 
global levels untouched. China has actively deconstructed R2P in a way that contained any 
potential fallout from the 2001 ICISS report. After the adoption of the global norm in 2005, 
it localized R2P in a way that fits Chinese socialized conceptions of state sovereignty and 
non-intervention. The reconstructed norm was then fed back to the global level where 
Beijing co-shaped the discursive enmeshment of R2P in line with Chinese core foreign 
policy principles. The 2009 report on the implementation of R2P accommodated such 
understanding by highlighting the central role of the state in pillar 1 of the R2P edifice, 
essentially re-confirming rather than weakening Articles 2.1 and 2.7 of the UN Charter.
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Japan and R2P: reconciling anti-militarism with humanitarian 
intervention

While China’s endorsement of R2P can be explained as the result of ongoing social influ-
ence in combination with sustained Chinese efforts to contain the effects of the norm, 
Japan’s response to R2P is perhaps best described as a sustained strategy of norm contes-
tation which is mostly pronounced in its operational rather than its declaratory policy. 
Neither the socialization nor the localization framework generates sufficient analytical 
leverage to explain this response. Japan’s traumatic experience of the nuclear bombing 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, as well as its defeat in the Asia-Pacific War, laid the basis for 
the local norm of anti-militarism that has remained one of the principles of Japanese 
post-1945 foreign policy.54 The 1947 peace constitution (Heiwa-Kenpō) enshrined the 
anti-militarism norm in Article 9, which renounced war as the sovereign right of the state 
and the threat or actual use of force as a means of settling international disputes. However, 
Japan has never been able to ‘completely dissociate itself … from those powerful imper-
atives that have ultimately shaped its most fundamental approaches to international secu-
rity: the American alliance and the essential priorities of responses to state-centric threats 
in the Asia-Pacific region’.55 Moreover, the ‘Yoshida doctrine’ constituted the basic tenet 
of Tokyo’s foreign policy during the Cold War, focusing primarily on economic recovery 
and development while leaving military defence to the United States. With the strong 
local norm of anti-militarism in place, the localization literature would anticipate the 
reconstruction of R2P through discourse, framing, grafting and cultural selection in order 
to achieve congruence with Japanese local beliefs and practices. Yet empirical evidence 
does not support such a proposition, as this section will illustrate. Instead, we argue that 
the adoption of R2P at the World Summit in December 2005, and its subsequent endorse-
ment in Security Council Resolution 1674 (2006), triggered a feedback loop at the 
Japanese local level that resulted in a new push for projecting Tokyo’s human security 
posture at the regional and global levels. In sum, while Japan’s declared policy is sup-
portive of R2P, its operational policy pushes a somewhat different agenda.

Japan’s strategy of norm contestation is most visible in its initiative to launch the 
Friends of Human Security Forum, which was proposed shortly after the formal adoption 
of R2P at the ministerial meeting of the Human Security Network in Bangkok in June 
2006.56 Co-chaired by Japan and Mexico and co-hosted by the UN Office for the 
Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, the 60-member Friends group – including the five 
permanent members of the UN Security Council – held its first meeting in New York in 
October 2006 and has convened biannually thereafter. The UN General Assembly held 
its first thematic debate on human security in May 2008, followed by the first formal 
debate in May 2010, with the aim of further discussing and defining the concept. Japanese 
norm contestation generates a puzzle that needs to be explained. Why did the adoption of 
R2P in 2005 not result in the localization of the soft norm, generating instead a feedback 
loop that let Tokyo push harder the human security envelope? This will be addressed in 
the remainder of this section.

Especially since 1998, human security policies played an important role for succes-
sive Japanese governments to establish a distinct identity in international relations. Japan 
has adopted an extremely broad view of human security that ‘comprehensively covers all 
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menaces that threaten the survival, daily life and dignity of human beings and strength-
ens the efforts to confront these threats’.57 In essence, the two components of the con-
cept, ‘freedom from fear’ and ‘freedom from want’,58 have become separated in the 
Japanese policy discourse, with a very clear preference for implementing aspects related 
to ‘the freedom from want’ rather than ‘the freedom from fear’ which is underlying R2P. 
As the Director-General of the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs emphasized in 2000: 
‘So long as its objectives are to ensure the survival and dignity of individuals as human 
beings, it is necessary to go beyond thinking of Human Security solely in terms of pro-
tecting human life in conflict situations.’59

Despite its declaratory endorsement of the R2P principle at the global level, the 
Japanese government has remained remarkably silent about the norm in the domestic 
realm. Tokyo’s reluctance to engage the new soft norm is also influenced by a number of 
strong advocacy networks such as the Peaceboat, Peacedebot and Peshawar-Kai, which 
are committed to human security rather than R2P. The absence of domestic networks that 
would actively promote the implementation of R2P makes the diffusion of the norm 
extremely difficult. Conflict prevention, capacity building and humanitarian assistance 
undertaken under the theme of human security are considered more effective to achieve 
sustainable peace. Those networks advocate the strong view that R2P may in fact endan-
ger achieving the wider objectives of Japan’s human security agenda.

At the regional level, human security is a relatively safe policy choice and unlikely 
to provoke criticism from Japan’s neighbours. In contrast to the human rights dis-
course, which is often perceived as a reflection of Western individualist ethos, human 
security seems far less controversial and less intrusive for Asian governments. ‘Asian 
values’ were widely discussed in the 1990s, and Asian governments are extremely 
cautious about the emergence of human rights-protective movements.60 Furthermore, 
the notion of comprehensive security facilitates the acceptance of the idea of an 
emerging security community in Asia.61 In the aftermath of the regional economic 
crisis of 1997/8, and natural disasters such as the tsunami (2004) and Cyclone Nargis 
(2008), the concept of human security gained greater currency through initiatives 
taken by ASEAN and ARF to develop a framework for providing social safety nets to 
people who are impoverished and marginalized. Thus, human security in Southeast 
Asia is very much considered a concept that promotes the freedom from want. 
Therefore, as Acharya argues, the Japanese formulation of human security is ‘less 
controversial for Asia Pacific governments suspicious of, and uncomfortable with, the 
close association between human security and human rights promotion and humani-
tarian intervention’.62

While Japan recognizes the overlaps between human security and R2P, it has consis-
tently promoted the former concept rather than the latter, as it fits much better with the 
pre-existing local normative framework of anti-militarism. As Kenzo Oshima, then 
Permanent Representative of Japan to the United Nations, stated in 2005:

even if military intervention as a last resort cannot be completely excluded, we are of the view 
that there are many instances where measures other than military means can and should be 
exhausted by the international community to deal with a given situation, and this will have to 
be further explored.63
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Speaking at the 2008 World Economic Forum in Davos, the then prime minister 
Yasuo Fukuda explained that Japan would not use military force even in those cases in 
which the international community might consider such a response, because Japan was 
‘a nation that has primarily focused on humanitarian and reconstruction assistance’.64 
This position was accentuated during the same year when Tokyo insisted that it ‘does not 
see itself as actively engaged in the principle’s implementation’, pushing the point that 
R2P primarily paves a way for military intervention.65

Although Tokyo generally endorsed the implementation and consolidation of the pro-
visions of the 2005 World Summit outcome document at the 2009 General Assembly 
Informal Debate, it pushed for a strictly limited application of R2P. Japan also sought to 
separate the norm from Japan’s human security posture by pushing for a fairly narrow 
scope for pillar 2 of the R2P edifice, which lays at the intersection of the human security 
and R2P agendas: that is, the international commitment to provide assistance to states in 
building capacity to meet their obligations. The Japanese government advocated only a 
very limited set of measures that have a direct link with R2P, including the rule of law, 
security sector reform and the protection of human rights.66

In sum, Japan’s human security policies created the political space for gaining global 
influence without revising the 1947 peace constitution. Tokyo has fully embraced human 
security as a policy it can develop independently and as an alternative means to humani-
tarian intervention for cultivating influence. The adoption of R2P in 2005 triggered a 
feedback loop at the Japanese local level leading to efforts to strengthen rather than 
adjust the pre-existing local normative framework. While Japan has formally endorsed 
R2P, it has effectively resisted localizing the norm by engaging a strategy of norm con-
testation in its operational policy. In doing so, Tokyo has pushed the human security 
envelope, while trying to minimize the scope of pillar 2 of the R2P edifice.

Conclusion

Let us now turn to the three sets of questions that we posed at the outset. First, what are 
the driving forces that contributed to the emergence of R2P? What are its essential fea-
tures? R2P emerged in the post-Cold War era as part of the widening and deepening of 
international society. The construction of R2P is seen as a direct response to solidarist 
push factors, epitomized in the international debate over the right or responsibility to 
enforce humanitarian objectives by using coercive means in the aftermath of failed UN 
engagement in former Yugoslavia, Rwanda and Somalia. The implementation of the 
norm is, however, very much constrained by pluralist pull factors highlighting the con-
tinuing importance and power of the sovereignty and non-intervention principles. 
Defining R2P’s essential features, we have pinpointed it as a global soft norm that is 
located on a normatization continuum between hard and soft normatization. Since the 
publication of the ICISS report in 2001, R2P has moved from the harder to the softer end 
of the normatization continuum. This shift culminated in the removal of any binding and 
precise criteria for humanitarian/military intervention at the World Summit in 2005. 
Although the 2009 report on the implementation of R2P further specified the provisions 
of paragraphs 138 and 139 of the outcome document, it does not oblige UN member 
states to act upon those commitments.
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Second, what are the conceptual challenges in examining R2P implementation at the 
regional and domestic levels? How can we account for changing foreign policy practices 
or changes in the foreign policy discourse in response to R2P? While the socialization 
literature provides explains the relationship between global normative frameworks and 
their potential effects on state behaviour, it misses out key parts that are essential for 
explaining norm diffusion. The socialization literature fails to explain why Asia and the 
Pacific have witnessed a positive shift in favour of R2P since 2005. Addressing this gap, 
we have developed the framework of the norm diffusion loop. We have argued that 
global norm diffusion resembles less a top-down linear process than a feedback loop, 
which has ultimately shifted R2P to the softer end of the normatization continuum. The 
feedback loop has provided a mechanism for feedback and self-correction by adjusting 
the key properties of the R2P norm.

Third, can we observe variations in the impact of R2P at the regional and domestic 
levels? And if so, what are the implications for R2P as a global norm? The cases of China 
and Japan demonstrate that while both countries have endorsed R2P, there are significant 
differences in the underlying motivations for their support and the way the norm has 
been received at the domestic level. In the case of China, socialization had softened the 
rigid Chinese understanding of state sovereignty and non-intervention, which has facili-
tated R2P acceptance. At the same time, Beijing has actively pursued a strategy of norm 
containment in order to minimize the more far-reaching provisions of the 2001 ICISS 
report. The Chinese government co-shaped the discursive enmeshment of R2P in line 
with Chinese core foreign policy principles. In the case of Japan, neither the socialization 
nor the localization frameworks can sufficiently explain Japanese reception of R2P. 
While Tokyo has formally endorsed the global norm, it has pursued a parallel strategy of 
norm contestation. The adoption of R2P in 2005 triggered a feedback loop that led to a 
new push for projecting Japan’s human security posture at the regional and global levels. 
Such a strategy of norm contestation has been epitomized in the Friends of Human 
Security Forum, an initiative that Tokyo proposed in June 2006 shortly after the formal 
adoption of R2P. There exists a widely held view that R2P may in fact hinder the achieve-
ment of the far wider objectives of Japan’s human security agenda.

In sum, the universal adoption of R2P as a global soft norm has changed the param-
eters of the humanitarian intervention discourse. Shifting the debate away from the nar-
row focus on intervention towards the essence of R2P – that is, to address the question of 
how to protect populations from genocide, war crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes 
against humanity – will continue to be essential for turning R2P words into deeds. Yet 
non-intervention is indeed a metaphysical term, perhaps indistinguishable from interven-
tion, as Talleyrand reminded us long ago. The political decision not to intervene on 
behalf of civilians who suffer gross human rights violations may in fact directly interfere 
in their lives and affect their chances of survival. The humanitarian intervention dis-
course has kept governments apart; pushing the envelope for non-indifference and com-
passion in the name of humanitarianism may bring them closer together.
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